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Section 1, Chapter 1: Setting the Stage for Habits of Mind

2. Managing Impulsivity
Take your time! Thinking before acting; remaining
calm, thoughtful and deliberative.

3. Listening with Understanding and Empathy
Understand others! Devoting mental energy to
another person’s thoughts and ideas. Make an
effort to perceive another’s point of view and
emotions.

4. Thinking Flexibly
ay! Being
eing able to chan
Look at it another way!
change
nerate alternatives,
ternatives, con
perspectives, generate
consider
options.

5. Thinking About Your Thinking
(Metacognition)
Know your knowing! Being aware of your own
thoughts, strategies, feelings and
d actions and
an
their effects on others.

6. Striving for Acc
Accuracy
Accu
Check
heck it again! Al
Always doing your best. Setting
high standards
standards. Checking and ﬁnding ways to
constantly.
improve con

7. Questioning
g and
d Problem Posi
Posing
Posin
How do you know? Having a questioning
quest
qu
attitude;
tud
tude;
knowing what
at data are needed a
and developing
oping
questioning
oning strategies to pro
prod
produce those
e data
data.
Finding
g problems to solv
solve
solve.

8. Applying
plying Past Knowledge
Kno
to New
Situations
ations
Use what
hat you learn! Acc
Accessing
A
prior
rior knowledge;
knowle
nowle
transferring
erring knowled
knowledge beyond
knowledg
d the situation in
which it was learn
learned.
learne

9. Think
Thinking and Communicating
municating
ting with Clarity
Cla
and Pre
Precision
Precis
Be clear
clear! Striving for
or accurate
urate communication
communic
in bot
both written and
nd oral
al form; avoiding overgeneralisations,
deletions and
gen
ns, distortions, dele
deletion
exaggerations.
ions.
s

10. Gather Data
10
a Through All Senses:
S
atten
Use your natural pathways! Pay attention
to the
world around
round
d you Gather dat
data thro
through all the
senses;
es; taste,
e, touch, smell
smell, hea
hearing and sight.

11. Creating, Im
Imagining and
d Innovating
Try a differe
different w
way! Generating
erating new and novel
ideas, ﬂuen
ty.
uency, originality.

12.
2. Res
Responding with Wonderment and Awe
Respondin
guring it out! Finding the world
Have fu
fun ﬁgu
awesome, mysterious and being intrigued with
awes
awesome
phenomena and beauty.
phenom

13. Taking Responsible Risks
Venture out! Being adventuresome;
me; living
ng on
the edge of one’s competence.
e. Try new things
constantly.

14. Finding humour
Laugh a little! Finding the whimsical, incongruous
and unexpected. Being able to laugh at oneself.

15. Thinking Interdependently
Work together! Being able to work in and learn
from others in reciprocal situations. Team work.

16. Remaining Open to Continuous Learning
I have so much more to learn! Having humility and
pride when admitting we don’t know; resisting
complacency.
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1. Persisting
Stick to it! Persevering in task through to
completion; remaining focused. Looking for ways
to reach your goal when stuck. Not giving up.

Images © 2000 Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,1703 N. Beauregard Street,
Alexandria, VA 22311 USA. This and other resources available at www.habitsofmind.org
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Section 3, Chapter 6: Describing Growth

Habit of Mind
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value

meaning
me
ean

leert
rtnes
alertness

co mitmeen
commitment

B

capacity
paacitty

Dimensions of Growth
www.mindfulbydesign.com
y
© James Anderson: james@mindfulbydesign.com
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Chapter 7: Five Levels of
Curriculum Infusion

Essential Questions

• In what ways might teachers infuse the
he Habits of Mind into their classrooms?
assrooms? Which
Wh
of these are most
effective for learners?

ministrators a
eatest succe
• How might school leaders and administrators
achieve the greatest
success in infusing Habits of Mind
into many classrooms across the
he school?

Observations of schools
sch s that are wo
working toward
ow
infusing
nfusing the Habits off Mind into their
curriculum reveals
veals that
tha there
ere are
a at least
ast ﬁve identiﬁ
id
ﬁable approaches
aches
hes to curriculum
curriculu
infusion. These
hese
ese approaches
approac
approa
are described
scribed
ed here as
a levels to
o reﬂﬂect an increasing
increa
incre
sophistication
ation
on and effec
effectiv
effectiveness rather
ather than a neces
necessary progression
nece
ogression
ssion from one
on to the
next. It isn’t intended
that schools
sequentially through
described here.
ntended th
tha
ols work
ork sequentia
gh the
he levels desc
d
ere.
Rather, the levels
ls can help teachers
achers and school leaderss guide development
developme of teaching
aching
g
practice toward more powerful
werful
rful and productive
producti means.
produc
ns..

B

ro

w

Hab
Habit of Mind
nd often
ofte reﬂ
eﬂﬂects
th
derlying
erlying beliefs
The way teachers work with the Habits
ects their
underlying
telligence and
an the teacher’s
cher’s
’s perce
on of their role in developing
about the nature of intelligence
perception
gence.
e. It is these b
d to be
e challenge
challenged if
student intelligence.
beliefs and perceptions tthat need
e to move toward adopting
a
g more
ore effective ways
wa of teaching
w
eaching
hing and developing
develo
teachers are
ts of Mind in stude
oughout this ch
chap
gestions
ons are made that will
the Habits
students. Throughout
chapter suggestions
ol leaders to use
u the levels described
escribed he
profe
help school
here as a meanss of guiding professional
velopment
pment for tea
er, therefore,
ther
the
development
teachers. This chapter,
iss not just about ﬁve Levels of
Curriculum
riculum Infusio
ge att the school level. At each level
Infusion, it is also about managing change
we look n
not onl
e Habits
bits of Mind, but
b also
a
only at the way teachers perceive the
at strategies
to move the
these teachers forward.
The ﬁvve approaches to curriculum infusion
n can
an be summarised as follows:
First level

Work Ethic

Second Level

Labelling & Requiring

Third Level

Direct Teaching – Introduction

Fourth Level

Development

Fifth Level

Mapping

The name of each level brings attention to the way teachers who are working at each
are thinking about the Habits of Mind.
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Section 3, Chapter 9: The Backward Design Process

The Performance Task designed
might have some of the following qualities:

Habit of Mind3

•
•
•
•

developing hypothesis or problems to be solved
designed to elicit effective questioning techniques and strategies
performance measured on the questions asked, rather then problems
roblemss solved
solve
nformation
mation
preparing questions to elicit collection of speciﬁc types of information
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Striving for Accuracy

• developing/negotiating standards of performance
• drafting, reviewing and checking against standards to improve performance –
engaging in checking strategies
• identifying errors and correcting performance of others for improvement
• conducting “performance checks” for product/person, etc
• iterative performances aimed at improvement

Questioning and
Posing Problems

Applying Past
Knowledge to New
Situations

• a genuinely new or novel situation
uation is presented to students
nts in which to apply
app
ap
knowledge learnt – something
hing they h
haven’t encountered
red
ed before
er” to contexts
cont
ifferent
ent to those iti was
w learnt in
• task would require “far transfer”
very different
• students required to identify
ntify cues in tthe task in orderr to engage in it.

Thinking and
Communicating with
Clarity and Precision

• representing and
d communicating
mmunicating th
thinking clearly
early in
n various form
forms (orally, written,
graphic organisers,
isers,
sers, etc
etc)

Gathering Data
Through All Senses

• designed
ed to
o capture diffe
differ
different sources
rces off information (qualitative,
(
quantitative,
cdotal,
al, etc)
anecdotal,
nformation
ation gathered through
h different senses in
i order to
o solve
ve a problem
• information

Creating, Imagining
and Innovating

• generating genu
genuinely new
w ideas
• use of creativ
creative thinking
ng tools
• generating novel/original
riginal solutions to a problem
m

• search
searching for the unusual,
usual, extreme
extrem or incongruent
ongruent
ngruent

Responding
g with
w
•e
effectively explaining
effec
xplaini to others w
what makes
kes the topic awe in
inspiring
Wonderment
nt and Awe
A
•d
designing or creating
eatin an exp
experience for others that inspires
inspi
insp
wonderment
derment and awe
aw
Taking Responsibl
Responsible
Risks
sks

•
•
•
•

measurement
urement
nt of risk
signed
d to give stud
stude
ons based on level of risk
designed
students options
designed
gned to push st
e their com
comfo
students outside
comfort zone
resiliency strateg
strategies

Finding Humour

• designed to e
encourage
e students to see tthings from
om a funny or unus
unusual p
perspective

Thinking
Interdependently
dently
tly

• group ttas
tasks
• use of team strategies
rategies
ies (j
(jig-sawing,
(jig
wing
ing role allocation,
ocation,
ation, etc)
• coo
cooperative learning
ning strate
strategies
strateg

Remaining
ng Open to
Continuous
uous
s Learning

• designed
d to force students to ﬁnd out
ut more, confront them
t
with problems they can’t
solve with the information at hand
d

B

This list su
suggests possible approaches to performance
sugge
ormance
ce tasks that
t
foc
focus on individual
Mind. These need to be considered
Habits of M
ed in light of the to
topic being covered, the
student prior knowledge and skills as well as the dimension of development being
student’s
focused on. In the design of performance
focus
e tasks
asks Wiggins and McTighe also offer some
4
very
acronym.
er practical and useful scaffolds such as their
heir GRASPS
G
a
It is entirely possible to design tasks that assess the
e ssame content or subject knowledge
but engage students in the mature application of different Habits of Mind.

As well as considering the Habit of Mind that is being focused on, the dimension(s)
of development that the Habit of Mind is being developed through also need to be
considered. The next table describes how the types of tasks described will be tailored
to suit each of the Dimensions of Growth.
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